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Research with adoptive families offers novel insights into

longstanding questions about the significance of attachment

across the lifespan. We illustrate this by reviewing adoption

research addressing two of attachment theory’s central ideas.

First, studies of children who were adopted after experiencing

severe adversity offer powerful tests of the unique

consequences of experiences in early attachment

relationships. Although children who experience early

maltreatment or institutionalization show remarkable recovery

in the quality of their attachments after being placed with their

adoptive families, experiencing pre-adoptive adversity also has

long-lasting repercussions for these individuals’ later

attachment representations. Second, adoptive families allow

for genetically-informed examinations of the intergenerational

transmission process. Indeed, despite the lack of genetic

relatedness, adoptive parents’ attachment representations are

associated with their children’s attachment behaviors and

representations across childhood and adolescence.
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Attachment theory provides a rich framework for under-

standing the impact of close relationships for both typical

and atypical forms of social and emotional development

across the lifespan. Many studies have tested attachment

theory’s hypotheses over the last several decades [1].

Nonetheless, questions and debates have persisted, even

for attachment theory’s basic propositions. In this review,

we highlight how research with adoptive families can

provide novel insights about attachment processes across

the lifespan. Specifically, we summarize recent findings

that address two longstanding questions in attachment

theory: whether early caregiving experiences have a long-

term impact on attachment representations that persist
www.sciencedirect.com 
across development and whether parents’ attachment

representations are intergenerationally transmitted.

Long-term consequences of early attachment
experiences
One of attachment theory’s central hypotheses is that

early experiences within attachment relationships shape

the formation of a set of mental representations of close

relationships that are carried forward across childhood and

adolescence and into adulthood [2,3]. This controversial

idea has been the source of continued debate about the

degree to which the attachment representations formed

early in life are malleable and can be revised based on

interpersonal experiences at later ages. Although there is

widespread agreement that individuals’ attachment

representations respond adaptively to shifts in the care-

giving environment [4], some have proposed that experi-

ences in early attachment relationships leave an enduring

mark that continues to shape later development even

amid changes in caregiving contexts [5].

An obstacle to testing these ideas is that the quality of the

caregiving environment is fairly stable across time for

most families. As a result, it is difficult to clearly distin-

guish between the contributions of early versus later

experiences in most studies [6]. By contrast, children

who are adopted after being maltreated or after being

raised in a group-based institutional setting experience a

profound change in their environments. These children

often experience pre-adoptive conditions that are poorly

suited to their developmental needs, including a lack of

consistent attachment figures who are responsive to their

signals. Adoptive parents typically provide these children

with stable and highly enriched relationship experiences.

For this reason, investigations of children who have been

adopted after experiencing early adversity are well posi-

tioned to evaluate the potential long-term consequences

of early experiences for attachment representations [7].

Adoption and attachment during early
childhood
Research on attachment in the context of adoption has

traditionally focused on observations of children’s attach-

ment behaviors during infancy and early childhood. Find-

ings indicate that young children’s attachment systems

are capable of reorganizing and flexibly adapting to new

caregivers after earlier relationships are disrupted. Spe-

cifically, most children who are placed in adoptive or

foster homes appear to consolidate attachments to their

new caregivers within a few months [8�,9�]. Moreover,

these children show substantial recovery in attachment

quality, as the prevalence of attachment security is
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considerably higher among adopted children than among

children in maltreating homes or institutional settings

[10��,11,12]. Nonetheless, children with histories of

pre-adoptive adversity are still at risk for forming insecure

attachments to their adoptive parents relative to non-

adopted children [10��].

Altogether, these findings support a nuanced view of the

plasticity of attachment representations and the potential

long-term effects of early caregiving experiences. Early

experiences within attachment relationships do not sin-

glehandedly determine later attachment patterns; lawful

changes in attachment representations in response to

changes in close relationships are possible. At the same

time these changes are constrained by prior development

[5]. The attachment patterns established within early

relationships are carried over and serve as the basis for

adopted children’s expectations of their new caregivers.

In this way, experiences of early adversity can have

lingering consequences for later attachment outcomes

even in the midst of change.

Adoption and attachment at later ages
Studies of the attachment outcomes of adopted children

and adolescents suggest that the consequences of early

experiences of maltreatment or institutionalization vary

across the different facets of the attachment system.

Experiences of maltreatment or institutionalization

appear to have long-term implications for global repre-

sentations of attachment relationships (i.e., thoughts and

feelings about close relationships in general). Adopted

individuals with histories of adversity are more likely than

non-adopted individuals to development insecure repre-

sentations, as assessed with story-stem methods [13–16],

autobiographical narratives [17, but see 18], and family

drawings [19,20]. By contrast, there is limited evidence

that early maltreatment or institutionalization have long-

term effects on adoptive individuals’ attachment security

within the adoptive parent–child relationship. Parents

report few differences in the attachment behaviors of

children adopted after experiencing adversity and non-

adopted children [21,22,23�,24,25], and adopted children

and adolescents do not report feeling less security in their

relationships with their parents than non-adopted chil-

dren [26–28].

Emerging research on attachment among adults who were

adopted as children has produced similar findings.

Experiencing early adversity appears to have limited

effects on adopted individuals’ sense of security with

their adoptive parents [10��]. For example, adults

between the ages of 22–25 years who were adopted as

children from severely depriving Romanian orphanages

by English families did not differ in the perceived quality

of their relationships with their adoptive parents from

young adults who were adopted but did not experience

early deprivation [29]. By contrast, experiencing early
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adversity does have long-term consequences for adopted

adults’ general representations of attachment as assessed

by the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI). For example, a

sample of adults adopted later in childhood after

experiencing early adversity exhibited relatively high

rates of non-autonomous (insecure) states of mind as

adults as assessed by the AAI [30]. Similarly, age of

adoption has been associated with increased risk for

non-autonomous states of mind among adults who were

adopted internationally from group-based, institutional

care [31]. These findings are consistent with longitudinal

evidence that childhood maltreatment confers risk for

non-autonomous states of mind among non-adopted

adults [32�].

Altogether, these recent research findings indicate

adverse early caregiving experiences may have persistent

effects on adopted individuals’ attachment patterns that

extend into adulthood. These long-term effects, however,

appear to be unique to adopted individuals’ more gener-

alized representations of attachment. Adopted individu-

als construct representations of their new attachment

relationships that become increasingly independent of

their early, pre-adoptive experiences. However, these

relationship-specific representations may exist alongside

rather than in place of more abstract and global repre-

sentations of attachment, which appear to be more resis-

tant to change.

Intergenerational transmission of attachment
A second central proposition of attachment theory is that

attachment representations are transmitted from one

generation to the next. Parents’ mental representations

of attachment relationships are expected to shape their

responses to children’s behavioral cues which in turn

guide the young child’s sense of security (or lack thereof)

within the attachment relationship [33]. To date, dozens

of studies of the intergenerational transmission of attach-

ment have offered support for this basic process [34].

However, because most of these studies have involved

biologically-intact parent–child pairs, some have ques-

tioned whether intergenerational associations are due to

genetic factors shared between parents and their children

[35, but see 36]. Research with adoptive families offers

the unique opportunity for testing the intergenerational

transmission process among genetically unrelated parent–

child pairs.

A highly related question is whether adoptive parents’

attachment representations differ from those of non-

adoptive parents. Dozier and Rutter [37] suggested that

adoptive parents may be more likely to have autonomous

(secure) states of mind than non-adoptive parents based

on the evidence that most adoptive parents exhibit high

levels of psychological adjustment. Consistent with that

idea, nearly 75% of parents who adopted internationally

and couples who are seeking to adopt domestically are
www.sciencedirect.com
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classified as having an autonomous state of mind during

the Adult Attachment Interview [38,39]. This estimate is

substantially higher than the normative base rate of 55–

60% for low-risk mothers [40]. Thus, the majority of

parents who pursue adoption have developed attach-

ment-related representations that are assumed to pro-

mote secure parent–child attachments in the next

generation.

An initial study of the intergenerational transmission of

attachment among genetically-unrelated parent–child

dyads reported a high concordance between foster

mothers’ attachment states of mind and their infants’

patterns of attachment [41]. Subsequent studies that used

similar methods with foster and adoptive parent–child

pairs have provided mixed results [42,43], and a recent

meta-analysis of this research literature indicated that the

association between parents’ attachment states of mind

and young children’s attachment patterns was conditional

on the biological relatedness of the parent–child pairs

[34]. Among adoptive and foster parents, the intergener-

ational association was in the expected direction but not

statistically significant and approximately half the size of

the association observed in studies with biological

caregivers.

Although these meta-analytic results do not rule out the

possibility of genetic contributions to the intergenera-

tional transmission of attachment, there are plausible

environmentally-orientated explanations for the inconsis-

tent results with adoptive parent–infants pairs. First,

parents tend to respond to their children in ways that

complement their children’s attachment behaviors [44].

Thus, regardless of the parents’ own attachment repre-

sentations, parents of adopted children with histories of

maltreatment or institutionalization may at times behave

in ways that inadvertently perpetuate their children’s

insecure expectations of attachment figures. Second,

the attachment-related expectations that children con-

struct based on their pre-adoptive interpersonal experi-

ences tend to be carried over into children’s new relation-

ships with their adoptive parents and can be resistant to

change. This stability of children’s attachment represen-

tations may weaken the associations between the adop-

tive caregiving environment (including adoptive parents’

attachment representations) and adopted children’s

attachment outcomes, especially for children with histo-

ries of maltreatment or institutionalization who were

recently placed with their adoptive families.

These alternative explanations raise the possibility that

the associations between parents’ and children’s attach-

ment patterns may be stronger when children have spent

more time in their adoptive families and have had more

opportunities for recovering from experiences of pre-

adoptive adversity than when they have had less time

and fewer opportunities. Mounting evidence suggests
www.sciencedirect.com 
that is the case. Adoptive parents’ attachment states of

mind are associated with their adopted children’ attach-

ment behaviors and representations during middle child-

hood adolescence [45�,46–49]. These findings suggest

that, despite the lack of genetic relatedness, adoptive

parents’ attachment representations shape the attach-

ment patterns of their children and can support recovery

in attachment quality for children with histories of early

adversity.

Future directions
Additional research with adoptive families will continue

to enrich our understanding of attachment across the

lifespan. For example, only a few investigations have

examined attachment outcomes among adults who were

adopted after experiencing early maltreatment or institu-

tionalization. Longitudinal studies that follow adopted

individuals with histories of early adversity from child-

hood to adulthood would advance our understanding of

the long-term impact of early caregiving experiences for

attachment during adulthood. Similarly, most reports of

the attachment outcomes of adopted individuals after

early childhood have included only one measure of

attachment. Studies that repeatedly gather information

about adopted individuals’ generalized attachment repre-

sentations as well as their representations of relationships

with adoptive parents would allow for clearer and more

direct tests of the potential differential plasticity of the

various facets of the attachment system.

A question that remains unanswered by adoption

researchers is whether early caregiving experiences have

implications for the quality of attachments adoptees form

with romantic partners. To our knowledge the only data

available on the romantic attachment patterns of adult

adoptees have involved individuals adopted at birth [50].

As a result, the findings are indicative of the potential

influence of adoption — rather than early adversity per
se — on individuals’ sense of security with adult romantic

attachments.

Lastly, additional research is needed into the mechanisms

that account for the intergenerational transmission of

attachment among adopted parent–child pairs. Relatively

few studies have examined the specific aspects of the

caregiving environment that may promote the develop-

ment of secure attachments among adopted individuals

[47]. In addition to the clear theoretical value, information

about the specific caregiving behaviors that contribute to

attachment-related recovery of children adopted after

maltreatment or institutionalization has a vital role in

the development and application of attachment-based

interventions for these at-risk populations.
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